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Abstract

In order to measure a beam profile with a wide dynamic range covering the halo region around

the core region of intense proton beams, a non-destructive beam profile monitor using a sheeted

jet beam of nitrogen molecules as a target has been developed for the beam of the J-PARC main

ring (MR). Two-dimensional detection of the beam core will be performed using de-excitation

light of nitrogen molecule. On the other hand, beam halo will be detected using ionized electron.

In the detection of the electron, a micro channel plate (MCP) will be used for charge

multiplication. To achieve a sensitivity of about 10^-6, a phosphor screen will be employed for

the anode of the MCP, and its light will be detected by photomultipliers array for position

resolving. Thus beam core and halo will be detected simultaneously in this scheme.
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The jet beam collide with proton

beam with an angle of 45 degrees .

Generated lights are lead to the 1st

lens opposed to the jet target.

Tail detectors are set along the path

of the jet beam.
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★Beam tails are detected using ionized nitrogen ion with four MCPs (double stage type) which is attached phosphor screen having wavelength of

530 nm or higher for reducing effect of cherenkov light in light fibers. The phosphor is also characteristics of fast decay time of almost 60 ns. The

phosphor light (integrated beam profile of beam tail) is detected with PMT array via bundled light fibers.

★Beam core’s nitrogen ions are not use for profile detection because of large beam induced field.

★The collection field is excited with parallel electric plates for only collection for beam tail’s nitrogen ions.
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Sheeted JET beam study with JET density of 5e-4Pa 

We obtained a sheeted JET of 60×219
mm2 sizes by 40mm-width slit..
Next, 100mm-width slit will be tested.

Detection Scheme for Beam core

Beam Halo Detection: Position Error of Collected Electron

Background Study (Plan)

Requirement:

In-vacuum large acceptance optics 

Radiation Hardness Image Intensifier

Optimum Collection Field

Ee = ±30 kV

Be = 0.05 T

Position error in electron collection

Error = 0.3 mm (at 10mm from beam 

center)   

Summary and Prospects

The development is under going. Basic consideration was almost finished.

A concrete structural designing is the subject just now. Actual equipment will be 

planed to installed in accelerator in next summer.

Un-flatness ±2.5%


